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Hennric Jokeit, Robert Hamblin, Debbie Loots, Agnes Heinz & Nicola Roos 

 

This is Zurich-based photographer and neurosphychologist, Hennric Jokeit’s debut 

exhibition in South Africa.  In an interview with Ewa Hess he shares information about his 

working process:   

Do your works come about in the analogue process where a negative phase is required? 

Or are they digital products? 

I started off with digital works and at a later point in time changed to 35 mm film format. 

In the process I had the slide films developed as negatives and used the slide-negatives 

as the medium for image carriers. Currently I work primarily with a 8x10 inch plate 

camera and use photographic paper as the carrier material, which I expose directly.     

This sounds somewhat antiquated. 

Yes, with regards to production I have reverted to the photography of the mid-19th 

century as my vantage point. What this means is that I use the direct exposure 



photography that was around before Talbot. These images are not duplicated. A 

negative image comes about directly in the cartridge. 

Selections of Robert Hamblin’s photographs from his acclaimed series, Daughter 

Language are included in the exhibition.  Richard Strydom notes in Hamblin’s the 

exhibition catalogue:   
 

Acutely aware of his own agency and the visual and textual implications his own race 

and gender positions represent, Hamblin negotiates fatherhood and transracial 

adoption in a series of poignantly personal works. In his own hand he transcribes the 

banal statements and elementary commands of a British missionary English/Xhosa2 

phrasebook onto portraits of his own family.  This is the nervous hand of a doting father 

conflicting subtle violence onto a thin precious surface in his desire to protect his 

daughter from prejudice and bias, by exposing the structural brutality of everyday 

language. Through this act the artist renders visible his own paternal anxiety as if in an 

attempt to exorcise the meaning from the words and render impotent the violence of 

language itself.   

 

Debbie Loots is an artist and writer whose work explores the continuous shifts that occur 

over time within the context of “home”.  Engaging with notions of the feminine and 

feminism and the silent tensions and joys thereof, her ideas are often playful and ironic 

as she draws from the realities in and around the home space.  Loots’ writing and her 

painting is a layered expression of home life in its broad context, the nuances and 

relationships between people and the physical idea of home.   

 

Agnes Heinz returned to painting in 2012 after a long professional career as a scientist.  

She noted in her artist statement that:  

 

My landscapes are searches for my cultural identity – a hybrid of German, American, 

and South African input. Each move to a new country/continent inevitably challenges 

cultural automatisms. And after all that necessary assimilation, where would my homing 

instinct take me?  

To deal with this question I painted, primarily green, landscapes from Germany and 

South Africa to find common ground and work out the differences.  The work relativized 

my concept of the homing instinct and of belonging. Undercurrent associations and 

emotions permeated and influenced the outcome, and new questions arose.  

Painting allows intensive visual investigation of an issue or topic. I am interested in an 

experimental, painterly approach to elicit free associations from my subject matter.  

 

Nicola Roos is an art student who specializes in sculpture.   

 

The point of reference for this installation is the only black Samurai ever written into 

recorded history: a 6-foot-tall Mozambican slave, Yasuke, who came to serve the great 

Japanese Shogun Oda Nobunaga in the 16th Century. His legacy of cross-cultural 



exchange shifts the focus to this new world state of ethnographic modernity and the 

transient fixity of culture and tradition. This is so much more apparent at the dawn of 

what Okwui Enwezor now calls post-Westernism – a possibly threatening, unstable no 

man’s land. However, these characters are no longer individuals, but rather elements of 

an imagined realm beyond official history. They are the embodiment of William Carlos 

Williams’s vision of the world today: a local cultural breakdown and a collective future 

where beliefs, assumptions and knowledge about place and culture can be 

deconstructed and re-negotiated. 

  

All artists will be present at a walkabout on 20 February at 15:00; the event is part of our 

Cape Town Art Fair program.   

 

Contact the gallery for further information and images.  Our gallery hours are Tuesday – 

Friday 10 – 21:00 and Saturdays 17:00 – 21:00.   
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